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Longman English for Pre-school Book 4 

Easy Pen Audio/Game Script and Answers 
(r) Recycled vocabulary 
(p) Preview vocabulary 

Unit 1 – Teatime 

 

It is teatime! The children are hungry. 

On the table there is bread, jam, cookies, juice, milk 
and water. 

Miss Au is giving each child a cupcake. 

‘Mmm, yummy! I like cake!’ says Ken. 

Ann: I like tea time. 

Ken: Mmm, yummy! I like cake! 

Miss Au: A cupcake for you. 

Lisa: Thank you! 

Extra vocabulary: chair(p), cookies, cupcake, jam, orange juice(r), plate(p), 
table(p) 

  

Unit 2 – Yummy fruit 

 

Lisa and her mummy have a lot of fruit. 

There are eight apples and seven bananas. 

Lisa’s daddy comes home. He has a lot of fruit too! 

‘What kind of fruit do you have, Daddy?’ asks Lisa. 

‘I have pears and oranges,’ says Daddy. 

‘How many pears and oranges do you have?’ asks Lisa. 

‘I have five pears and six oranges,’ says Daddy. 

Lisa’s family likes fruit! 

Lisa: We have a lot of fruit. 

Mummy: We like fruit. 

Daddy: I have pears and oranges. 

Extra vocabulary: bag(r), cat(r), door(p), picture 
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Unit 3 – Making a salad 

 

Lisa and her mummy and daddy are in the kitchen. 

Mummy is slicing eggs. Lisa is putting corn into a big 
bowl. Daddy is dicing some ham. 

There is cheese and some slices of tomato on the table. 

What are they making? Oh! They are making a salad! 

Mummy: I like egg. 

Lisa: I like corn. 

Daddy: I like ham. 

Extra vocabulary: bowl(p), cheese, plate(p), salad dressing, slices of 
tomato, tomato, vegetables 

Girl (p.7 left): I like corn. I like egg. 

Girl (p.7 centre): My yummy salad. 

Boy (p.7 right): I like ham. I like cheese. 

  

Unit 4 – I am sick 

 

Lisa is sick today. Her daddy takes her to see a doctor. 

A nurse helps Lisa. ‘Thank you, Nurse,’ says Lisa. 

‘You are welcome,’ says the nurse. 

Can you see Ken and his mummy? Ken is sick too. 

The doctor helps Ken. ‘Thank you, Doctor,’ says Ken. 

‘You are welcome,’ says the doctor. 

Daddy: Poor Lisa. 

Lisa: Thank you, Nurse. 

Nurse: You are welcome. 

Doctor: Let me see … 

Ken: I feel sick. 

Mummy: How is he, Doctor? 

Extra vocabulary: door(p), a patient 
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Girl (p.9 top): You are welcome. 

Boy (p.9 bottom): Thank you, Nurse. 

 

Where is the doctor on page 8? 

(Answer: Touch the doctor) 

  

Unit 5 – A fire 

 

There is a fire! Look at the window! An old lady and her 
cat cannot get out. 

‘Help!’ shouts the old lady. 

Lisa’s mother calls 999. She asks the firemen to come 
quickly. 

The firemen put out the fire. 

‘Thank you, Fireman,’ says the old lady. 

‘You are welcome,’ says the fireman. 

Old lady (in house): Help! 

Lisa: A fire! 

Lisa’s mummy: Firemen, please come quickly! 

Man downstairs: Oh, no! 

Old lady (rescued): Thank you, Fireman. 

Fireman 1: You are welcome. 

Fireman 2: I can put out the fire. 

Extra vocabulary: smoke 

Boy (p.11): Help! Help! There is a fire. 

Girl p.11): Quick! Call the fireman. 

  

Unit 6 – Food for us 

 

Do you know where our food comes from? Let’s see! 

A farmer grows vegetables. 

When the vegetables are ready, a driver takes them to 

a restaurant. 
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At the restaurant, a cook fries the vegetables. 

Then a waiter takes the food to the people eating at the 
restaurant. 

Lisa’s family is eating at the restaurant. They are having 

a big dinner! 

Farmer (1): Lu-lu-lu… Lovely tomatoes. 

Farmer (2): Thank you, Driver. 

Driver (2): Goodbye, Farmer. 

Cook (3): Mmm … OK, the vegetables are cooked. 

Waiter (4): Mmm … The food smells good! 

Mummy (5): Yummy vegetables! 

Lisa (5): Thank you, Daddy! 

Daddy (5): Try this one. 

Extra vocabulary: chair(p), a cup of tea, fish(r), plate(p), rice(p), spoon(p), tea 

pot, tomato, tomato and egg, vegetables 

Boy farmer (p.13): Hello, hello, Farmer. 

Girl driver (p.13): Hello, Driver. 

Girl waiter (p.13): Hello, hello, Waiter. 

Boy cook (p.13): Hello, Cook. 

  

Unit 7 – Spring time 

 

It is spring. Ken’s mummy takes Ken and his dog to a 
country park. The grass is green. There are lots of 
orange and pink flowers too. 

Ken points to a flower and says, ‘It is a flower. It is red.’ 

Ken’s mummy says, ‘Oh, it is a big flower!’ 

Look, there is an insect on the dog’s nose! The dog 
wants the insect to go away. 

Ken: It is a flower. It is red. 

Mummy: Oh, it is a big flower! 

Extra vocabulary: dog(r), leaf(r), orange carrot, red flower(r) 
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Unit 8 – Rainy days 

 

There is a black cloud in the sky. The rain is falling 
down. 

Ken is wearing a raincoat. Ken’s mummy has an 

umbrella. 

A girl walks past. She splashes Ken and his mummy 

with water. 

‘Sorry,’ says the girl. 

‘Never mind,’ says Ken’s mummy. 

‘It is OK,’ says Ken. 

Girl: Sorry. 

Mummy: Never mind. 

Ken: It is OK. 

Extra vocabulary: black cloud, raincoat 

Boy (p.17): What can you see? 

Girl (p.17): I can see the rain. Falling down, falling down. 

  

Unit 9 – Summer time 

 

It is a hot day. Ken and his family are at the beach. 

The sand is yellow. The sky is blue. The sea is blue too. 

Ken is wearing a cap. He is making a castle in the sand. 

Ken’s sister is eating an ice cream. Ken’s mummy is 
reading a book. 

Ken’s daddy is swimming in the sea. Everyone is very 

happy! 

Mummy: The book is interesting. 

Daddy: The water is nice and cool! 

Ken: Look at my sandcastle! 

Ken’s sister: I like ice cream! 

Extra vocabulary: beach mat, book(r), bucket, crab, parasol, sandcastle, 
shell, the sky(r), spade, the sun(r), sunscreen, toy fish(r) 
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Girl (p.19 top): Ice cream, ice cream, you can’t stay! 

Girl (p.19 centre): Ice cream, ice cream, you can’t stay! 

Boy (p.19): Mr Sun will come and melt you away! 

 

Can you find the toy fish? 

(Answer: Touch the toy fish on the beach) 

  

Unit 10 – Day and night 

 

It is daytime. Mummy Bear and Baby Bear look at the 
sky. 

They can see the sun and the clouds. The sun shines 
brightly. 

‘I can see the sun,’ says Baby Bear. 

Look, there is a shadow behind Mummy Bear and Baby 
Bear! 

The sun goes down. It is nighttime. 

Mummy Bear and Baby Bear can see the moon and the 

stars. 

‘I can see the stars,’ says Baby Bear. 

Baby Bear likes looking at the stars. 

Mummy Bear: Look at the sky. 

Baby Bear: There is a shadow behind us! 

Extra vocabulary: cloud(r), trees(r) 

Boy (p.21): I can see the stars. 

Girl (p.21 centre): I can see the moon. 

Girl (p.21 bottom): I can see the sun. 

  

Unit 11 – In the dark 

 

Lisa is at home with her mummy and daddy. Suddenly, 
the lights go out. It is very dark. 

Lisa’s daddy takes out a torch. Lisa and her mummy 
make animal shadows. What fun! 

The lights go back on. 
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‘We can see things clearly now,’ says Lisa. 

What can you see in the room? 

There is a lamp, a white bear and a black pig. 

Daddy (in the dark): Let’s make animal shadows. 

Mummy (in the dark): Look! Woof! Woof! 

Lisa (in the dark): Guess what this is! 

Woman (in the dark): It is OK. We have a torch. 

Boy (in the dark): I can’t see anything! 

Man (in the dark): Don’t worry. 

Girl (in the dark): It is dark! 

Daddy (in the light): Oh! The lights are back on. 

Mummy (in the light): My shadow dog is still here! 

Lisa (in the light): We can see things clearly now. 

Woman (in the light): The lights are back on. 

Boy (in the light): I can see now. 

Man (in the light): We can see things clearly now. 

Girl (in the light): It is not dark anymore. 

Extra vocabulary: black bear(r), black pig(r), curtain, light(p), shadow(r), 
white bear(r) 

Ann (p.23): It looks big! 

Lisa (p.23): It is a black bear. 

Bobby (p.23): It looks hungry! 

  

Unit 12 – At the country park 

 

Lisa and her family are at a country park. The country 
park is beautiful! 

There is a river and a green hill. 

Lisa is hot. She wipes herself with a towel. 

Lisa’s daddy throws some rubbish in the rubbish bin. 
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‘We must not throw rubbish on the ground,’ says 

Daddy. 

Daddy: We must not throw rubbish on the ground. 

Mummy: Let’s walk that way. 

Lisa: I am hot. 

Extra vocabulary: bird(r), fish(r), hat(p), rubbish bin 

Girl (p.25 left): I can see a hill. 

Boy (p.25): I can see a river. 

Girl (p.25 bottom): At the country park. 

  

Unit 13 – Recycling 

 

Today Lisa and her mummy and daddy are taking some 
old things to a recycling centre. 

They bring a hat, some old newspapers and some old 

toys. 

A man brings a shirt and a T-shirt. 

The recycling centre gives the old toys and clothes to 
poor people. 

It is good to recycle old things! 

Mummy: Old newspaper go in here. 

Lisa: I bring my old toys. 

Daddy: It is good to recycle old things. 

Woman at the table: Thank you! 

Man at the table: Here’s an old T-shirt. 

Man at the bags: Here are some old clothes. 

Extra vocabulary: bag(r), car(r), old clothes, old newspaper, old toys, 

recycle bin, table(p) 

 

What is Lisa’s mummy recycling? 

(Answer: Touch the newspaper) 
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Unit 14 – Reusing old things 

 

The children are having an art lesson. They use old 
things to make crafts. 

Miss Au is helping Lisa cut a box. Miss Jones gives Ken a 

crayon. 

‘Here is a crayon,’ says Miss Jones. 

‘Thank you,’ says Ken. 

‘You are welcome,’ says Miss Jones. 

Look! Lisa makes a xylophone. Ken makes a vase and 

some paper flowers. 

What lovely things the children made! 

Miss Au (1): Let me help you cut the box. 

Lisa (1): Thank you, Miss Au. 

Miss Au (2): That is lovely. 

Lisa (2): It is a xylophone! 

Ken: It is a vase and some paper flowers!. 

Miss Jones: Good! 

Extra vocabulary: drawing, paper flower, paper tube, paper vase, T-shirt(r) 

 


